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Quick folding gate
EntraQuick® I & II
The smart combination of gate and barrier
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Type-tested, cantilevered state-of-art quick folding gate

The TÜV type-tested, fully 
cantilevered quick folding 
EntraQuick® offers full-height 
perimeter protection in closed 
position and unobstructed 
security for each entry or exit 
situation due to its trackless 
design. Its extremely high speed 
allows a quick closing after each 
passage, to efficiently support 
smooth workflows in everyday 
operation! Furthermore no 

run back area is required. Due 
to its solid bar infill and the 
ingenious lever kinematics 
EntraQuick® is particularly 
stable and doesn´t require an 
additional floor lock in closed 
position. EntraQuick® can be 
installed easily and quickly 
thanks to pre-assembled drive 
post and folding leaf unit. It is 
driven by two AC motors. The 
gate leaves fold open inwards 

towards the secure site and 
with an (optional) additional 
control each leaf can be 
opened separately if required. 
EntraQuick® is a perfect 
substitute for combined gate 
and barrier installation at 
access points. There are two 
models available in different 
heights and opening widths.



    

ENTRAQUICK® I & II

* For a CWO of 10 m the maximum height is 2.05 m

ENTRAQUICK® I ENTRAQUICK® II

HEIGHT 2,05 m, 2,45 m 2,05 m, 2,55 m, 3,05 m

CLEAR OPENING 
WIDTH

3 - 6 m in 500 mm increments 4 - 8 m in 500 mm increments

INFILL Bar infill

PROFILES Standard profiles

FOUNDATIONS Top edge of foundation 200 mm below finished floor level

DRIVE UNIT AC motor

CONTROL UNIT
Multifunctional, automatic control unit WE-Tronic II

with integrated frequency converter

INTERLOCKING Via reception fork and in-feed roller
Via drive mechanism supported by 
interlocking of gate leaves through 

reception fork and in-feed roller

OPERATING 
TEMPERATURE

-20°C bis +60°C

CERTIFICATIONS
TÜV type-tested according to DIN EN 13241-1 and

EC-Machine-Directive 2006/42/EG

OPTIONS
Floodlight, remote control, rotating beacon, safety edges and induction 

loops, 230 V AC motor, various colours, LED lighting for the realisation of a 
traffic light system



    

Depending on requirements 
EntraQuick® can easily be 
combined with other products. 
In combination with the 
TurnSec turnstile from Werra 
it creates a vehicle access point 

with pedestrian separation. 
Along with elkosta High 
Security products such as 
vehicle barriers EntraQuick® 
offers an immediate closure 
against forceful entry of 

vehicles and people. This 
solution is ideal for protecting 
against terrorist attacks and 
guarantees a high level of 
protection.

Optimum protection through proper combination

                       Versions may include optional equipment. Technical details are subject to change.
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